
Ed Varallo: 
"Shorthand for the 21st Century - Part 1:  Writing Smart

1.  What book did Ed author in 1992?


2. According to Ed, what defines a really good professional in the court reporting field?

3. In order to write realtime, you have to write __________.

4. According to Ed, the secret to speedbuilding is to increase speed in __________ __________.

5. Ed took his first deposition at the age of ________.

6. When you practice too far above the speed you’re comfortable with, you’re teaching yourself 
to write __________ notes.

7. In order to write both clean and fast, you have to write __________.

8. According to Ed, the reason for briefing something, easy or hard, is because it  _____ __ ___ 
___ ____.

9. Ed says reporters should practice __________ __________ -- listening for the pattern, rather 
than to one word at a time.

10.In order to remember a brief, Ed advises that you make sure it makes sense to you and fits 
into a __________.

11.Breaking words down into syllables and writing those syllables Ed defines as ____________ 
______.

12.“I don’t” phrases are an example of a patter or __________ of briefs.

13.By adding “u” to his “I don’t” phrases, Ed says you can create the “_____ ______” family of 
phrases.

14.To change those same “I don’t” phrases to “I do not” phrases, Ed suggest adding 
the__________.

15.The more strokes you have, the more opportunity for __________ you have.

16.According to Ed, we shouldn’t be “writing out” words you hear __________.

17.Adding “opinion” to “I don’t have” phrases is an example of creating an __________ family.

18.Ed refers to writing briefs with as few letters as possible __________ briefing.



19.Ed uses “KWRA” as the beginning of “___ ________” phrases.
20.Writing on __________ is letting your mind drift and not paying attention to what’s being said.

21.When you hear a family of words, you recognize them as an item or, as Ed calls them, an 
__________.

22.When you get __________, everything breaks down in your court reporting technique.

23.Ed says when speech gets too fast or there’s too much cross talk, you can get it if you just 
_____ _______.

24.When you get tensed, your hands  ____ ______ ___ ___ ________, causing you to miss keys.

25.If you control your mind, you mind controls your ________.


